
AMERICAN CAR CRAFT INSTRUCTIONS 

C5 REPLACEMENT FUEL RAIL COVERS 

 PART #033048 

 
Parts Included 

2x Fuel Rail Covers 

2x Velcro Brackets 

1x Steel Fuel Line Cap 

 

Introduction:  These new covers are a unique and easy to install design that will allow more ventilation for 

your higher power, hotter running performance engines. The new covers offer beautiful restyling to your engine 

bay and are made of the finest stainless material available, truly a high end custom accessory. 

Liner Information:  Your new accessories will come to you with a protective surface liner. Leave this liner in 

place until the installation is complete to prevent finger prints and or possible scratches during installation. 

1. Remove your factory fuel rail covers by simply pulling them off the engine. Both covers simply snap in 

place. 

2. Detach the fuel line, please note you will need a simple fuel line removal tool available at any auto part store.  

3. You have been supplied with two fuel rail brackets that contain Velcro Attachment Tape. These two brackets 

come to you flat but are designed so that you can manually form them so that you will be able to set them over 

your factory fuel rail and then down to the rail mounting bolts. Once you have shaped them accordingly remove 

the two factory bolts for each fuel rail then place the bracket over the hole locations. Then reinstall the bolts 

securing the bracket so that the Velcro set over the rail itself. Once they are bolted in place tweak the shape so 

that they sit nice and flat over the top of the two rails. 

4. Your new covers come to you preformed however it may be necessary to further tweak the shape so that you 

will be able to take them on and off perfectly also so that you will be able to set them nice and flat to the fuel 



rail bracket you just installed. The new covers are designed to make use of the two lower factory perches of the 

stock cover.  Simply align the new cover with these two perches and then roll the cover over to the Velcro 

bracket. Once you have achieved a nice fitting shape peel the Velcro half to expose the adhesive and then install 

the new cover pressing along the Velcro area. Remove the cover so that you can directly and firmly press the 

Velcro half to the cover to achieve a nice bond. Then rest the cover and remove the protective liner.  Install the 

fuel line by simply pushing it over the receiver until it clicks on then pull it gently to make sure it is attached. 

When it ever becomes time to remove the fuel rail you can detach the cover enough to expose the fuel line then 

use the removal tool to release the line. 

 

 

If you have any questions please call American Car Craft. 
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